The truth can now come out

(Continued from page 4)

by. The best we could manage was to douse through a whole fist of take transfer credits. You may have noticed he's now an '85 instead of an '87. Now we have just a year-and-a-half left to go.

"You're going to let him write for The Tech another three semesters?"

"Well, actually, our readership is showing signs of becoming bored with his stuff. He can tell, too, and has said that he might pursue some outside interests rather than spending so much time around The Tech."

By this time we had wandered all the way over to the offices of Plebney's newspaper, where we were met by a rather exuded-looking editor.

"You just missed this guy with frizzy hair, glasses, and, like, three cameras — apparently he's a freshman, but I don't recall if he told me where he's living — he had this outrageous column about how Reagan had secretly ordered all the Ivy League schools to put saltpeter in all the Coke sold on campus so that everyone would have a reduced sex drive and devote more energy to their studies allowing the United States once and for all to outbrain the Russians."

"I was going to send him over to the Lampoon, but then I had a brilliant idea: Why don't we make him a regular columnist? It's been a long time since we really had people write lots of letters to the paper, and this would be a sure-fire way to get people interested in our op-ed pages."

Plebney grinned.

I ran the hell.

---
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